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ABSTRACT

This overview of C++ presents the key design, programming, and language-technical con-
cepts using examples to give the reader a feel for the language. C++ is a general-purpose
programming language with a bias towards systems programming that supports efficient
low-level computation, data abstraction, object-oriented programming, and generic pro-
gramming.

1 Introduction and Overview

The C++ programming language provides a model of memory and computation that closely matches that of
most computers. In addition, it provides powerful and flexible mechanisms for abstraction; that is, lan-
guage constructs that allow the programmer to introduce and use new types of objects that match the con-
cepts of an application. Thus, C++ supports styles of programming that rely on fairly direct manipulation
of hardware resources to deliver a high degree of efficiency plus higher-level styles of programming that
rely on user-defined types to provide a model of data and computation that is closer to a human’s view of
the task being performed by a computer. These higher-level styles of programming are often called data
abstraction, object-oriented programming, and generic programming.

This paper is organized around the main programming styles directly supported by C++:
§2 The Design and Evolution of C++ describes the aims of C++ and the principles that guided its evolu-

tion.
§3 The C Programming Model presents the C subset of C++ and other C++ facilities supporting tradi-

tional systems-programming styles.
§4 The C++ Abstraction Mechanisms introduces C++’s class concept and its use for defining new types

that can be used exactly as built-in types, shows how abstract classes can be used to provide inter-
faces to objects of a variety of types, describes the use of class hierarchies in object-oriented pro-
gramming, and presents templates in support of generic programming.

§5 Large-Scale Programming describes namespaces and exception handling provided to ease the com-
position of programs out of separate parts.

§6 The C++ Standard Library presents standard facilities such as I/O streams, strings, containers (e.g.
v ve ec ct to or r, l li is st t, and m ma ap p), generic algorithms (e.g. s so or rt t(), f fi in nd d(), f fo or r_ _e ea ac ch h()) and support for
numeric computation.

To round off, a brief overview of some of the tasks that C++ has been used for and some suggestions for
further reading are given.

2 The Design and Evolution of C++

C++ was designed and implemented by Bjarne Stroustrup (the author of this article) at AT&T Bell Labora-
tories to combine the organizational and design strengths of Simula with C’s facilities for systems pro-
gramming. The initial version of C++, called ‘‘C with Classes’’ [Stroustrup,1980], was first used in 1980;
it supported traditional system programming techniques (§3) and data abstraction (§4.1). The basic facili-
ties for object-oriented programming (§4.2-4.3) were added in 1983 and object-oriented design and pro-
gramming techniques were gradually introduced into the C++ community. The language was first made
commercially available in 1985 [Stroustrup,1986] [Stroustrup,1986b]. Facilities for generic programming
(§4.4) were added to the language in the 1987-1989 time frame [Ellis,1990] [Stroustrup,1991].

As the result of widespread use and the appearance of several independently-developed C++
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implementations, formal standardization of C++ started in 1990 under the auspices of the American
National Standards Institute, ANSI, and later the International Standards Organization, ISO, leading to an
international standard in 1998 [C++,1998]. During the period of standardization the standards committee
acted as an important focus for the C++ community and its draft standards acted as interim definitions of
the language. As an active member of the standards committee, I was a key participant in the further evolu-
tion of C++. Standard C++ is a better approximation to my ideals for C++ than were earlier versions. The
design and evolution of C++ is documented in [Stroustrup,1994] [Stroustrup,1996] and [Stroustrup,1997b].
The language as it is defined at the end of the standardization process and the key design and programming
techniques it directly supports are presented in [Stroustrup,1997].

2.1 C++ Design Aims
C++ was designed to deliver the flexibility and efficiency of C for systems programming together with
Simula’s facilities for program organization (usually referred to as object-oriented programming). Great
care was taken that the higher-level programming techniques from Simula could be applied to the systems
programming domain. That is, the abstraction mechanisms provided by C++ were specifically designed to
be applicable to programming tasks that demanded the highest degree of efficiency and flexibility.

These aims can be summarized:
_ __________________________________________________________

Aims:_ ___________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________
C++ makes programming more enjoyable for serious programmers.
C++ is a general-purpose programming language that

– is a better C
– supports data abstraction
– supports object-oriented programming
– supports generic programming_ __________________________________________________________ 




















Support for generic programming emerged late as an explicit goal. During most of the evolution of C++, I
presented generic programming styles and the language features that support them (§4.4) under the heading
of ‘‘data abstraction.’’

2.2 Design Principles
In [Stroustrup,1994], the design rules for C++ are listed under the headings General rules, Design-support
rules, Language-technical rules, and Low-level programming support rules:

_ _______________________________________________________
General rules:_ ________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________

C++’s evolution must be driven by real problems.
C++ is a language, not a complete system.
Don’t get involved in a sterile quest for perfection.
C++ must be useful now.
Every feature must have a reasonably obvious implementation.
Always provide a transition path.
Provide comprehensive support for each supported style.
Don’t try to force people._ _______________________________________________________ 
























Note the emphasis on immediate utility in real-world applications and the respect for the skills and prefer-
ences of programmers implied by the last three points. From the start, C++ was aimed at programmers
engaged in demanding real-world projects. Perfection was considered unattainable because needs, back-
grounds, and problems vary too much among C++ users. Also, notions of perfection change significantly
over the lifespan of a general-purpose programming language. Thus, feedback from user and implementer
experience is essential in the evolution of a language.
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_ ________________________________________________________________
Design-support rules:_ _________________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________

Support sound design notions.
Provide facilities for program organization.
Say what you mean.
All features must be affordable.
It is more important to allow a useful feature than to prevent every misuse.
Support composition of software from separately developed parts._ ________________________________________________________________ 




















The aim of C++ was to improve the quality of programs produced by making better design and program-
ming techniques simpler to use and affordable. Most of these techniques have their root in Simula
[Dahl,1970] [Dahl,1972] [Birtwistle,1979] and are usually discussed under the labels of object-oriented
programming and object-oriented design. However, the aim was always to support a range of design and
programming styles. This contrasts to a view of language design that tries to channel all system building
into a single heavily supported and enforced style (paradigm).

___________________________________________________________
Language-technical rules:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

No implicit violations of the static type system.
Provide as good support for user-defined types as for built-in types.
Locality is good.
Avoid order dependencies.
If in doubt, pick the variant of a feature that is easiest to teach.
Syntax matters (often in perverse ways).
Preprocessor usage should be eliminated.___________________________________________________________ 






















These rules must be considered in the context created of the more general aims. In particular, the desire for
a high degree of C compatibility, uncompromising efficiency, and immediate real-world utility counteracts
desires for complete type safety, complete generality, and abstract beauty.

From Simula, C++ borrowed the notion of user-defined types (classes, §4.1) and hierarchies of classes
(§4.3). However, in Simula and many similar languages there are fundamental differences in the support
provided for user-defined types and for built-in types. For example, Simula does not allow objects of user-
defined types to be allocated on the stack and addressed directly. Instead, all class objects must be allo-
cated in dynamic memory and accessed through pointers (called references in Simula). Conversely, built-
in types can be genuinely local (stack-frame allocated), cannot be allocated in dynamic memory, and cannot
be referred to by pointers. This difference in treatment of built-in types and user-defined types had serious
efficiency implications. For example, when represented as a reference to an object allocated in dynamic
memory, a user-defined type – such as c co om mp pl le ex x (§4.1) – incurs overheads in run-time and space that were
deemed unacceptable for the kind of applications for which C++ was intended. Also, the difference in style
of usage would preclude uniform treatment of semantically similar types in generic programming (§4.4).

When maintaining a large program, a programmer must invariably make changes based of incomplete
knowledge and looking at only a small part of the code. Consequently, C++ provides classes (§4), name-
spaces (§5.2), and access control (§4.1) to help localize design decisions.

Some order dependencies are unavoidable in a language designed for one-pass compilation. For exam-
ple, in C++ a variable or a function cannot be used before it has been declared. However, the rules for class
member names and the rules for overload resolution were made independent of declaration order to mini-
mize confusion and error.

_ _______________________________________________________________
Low-level programming support rules:_ ________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________

Use traditional (dumb) linkers.
No gratuitous incompatibilities with C.
Leave no room for a lower-level language below C++ (except assembler).
What you don’t use, you don’t pay for (zero-overhead rule).
If in doubt, provide means for manual control._ _______________________________________________________________ 
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C++ was designed to be source-and-link compatible with C wherever this did not seriously interfere with
C++’s support for strong type checking. Except for minor details, C++ has C [Kernighan,1978] [Ker-
nighan,1988] as a subset. Being C-compatible ensured that C++ programmers immediately had a complete
language and toolset available. It was also important that high-quality educational materials were available
for C, and that C compatibility gave the C++ programmer direct and efficient access to a multitude of
libraries. At the time when the decision to base C++ on C was made, C wasn’t as prominent as it later
became and language popularity was a minor concern compared to the flexibility and basic efficiency
offered by C.

However, C compatibility also leaves C++ with some syntactic and semantic quirks. For example, the
C declarator syntax is far from elegant and the rules for implicit conversions among built-in types are
chaotic. It is also a problem that many programmers migrate from C to C++ without appreciating that radi-
cal improvements in code quality are only achieved by similarly radical changes to programming styles.

3 The C Programming Model

A fundamental property of computers in widespread use has remained remarkably constant: Memory is a
sequence of words or bytes, indexed by integers called addresses. Modern machines – say, designed during
the last 20 years – have in addition tended to support directly the notion of a function call stack. Further-
more, all popular machines have some important facilities – such as input-output – that do not fit well into
the conventional byte- or word-oriented model of memory or computation. These facilities may require
special machine instructions or access to ‘‘memory’’ locations with peculiar semantics. Either way, from a
higher-level language point of view, the use of these facilities is messy and machine-architecture-specific.

C is by far the most successful language providing the programmer with a programming model that
closely matches the machine model. C provides language-level and machine-architecture-independent
notions that directly map to the key hardware notions: characters for using bytes, integers for using words,
pointers for using the addressing mechanisms, functions for program abstraction, and an absence of con-
straining language features so that the programmer can manipulate the inevitable messy hardware-specific
details. The net effect has been that C is relatively easy to learn and use in areas where some knowledge of
the real machine is a benefit. Moreover, C is easy enough to implement that it has become almost univer-
sally available.

3.1 Arrays and Pointers
A C array is simply a sequence of memory locations. For example:

i in nt t v v[1 10 0] ; / / an array of 10 ints
v v[3 3] = 1 1; / / assign 1 to v[3]
i in nt t x x = v v[3 3] ; / / read from v[3]

The subscript notation [] is used both in declarations to indicate an array and in expressions referring to
elements of an array.

A C pointer is a variable that can hold an address of a memory location. For example:

i in nt t* p p; / / p is a pointer to an int
p p = &v v[7 7] ; / / assign the address of v[7] to p
*p p = 4 4; / / write to v[7] through p
i in nt t y y = *p p; / / read from v[7] through p

The pointer dereference (‘‘points to’’) notation * is used both in declarations to indicate a pointer and in
expressions referring to the element pointed to.

This can be represented graphically:

1 4
. . . . . ..

..

. . . . . . .....
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

v:

p

C++ adopted this inherently simple and close-to-the-machine notion of memory from C. It also adopted
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C’s notion of expressions, control structures, and functions. For example, we can write a function that finds
an element in a vector and returns a pointer to the matching element like this:

i in nt t* f fi in nd d(i in nt t v v[] , i in nt t v vs si iz ze e, i in nt t v va al l) / / find val in v
{

f fo or r (i in nt t i i = 0 0; i i<v vs si iz ze e; i i++) / / loop through 0..vsize-1
i if f (v v[i i]==v va al l) r re et tu ur rn n &v v[i i] ; / / if val is found return pointer to element

r re et tu ur rn n &v v[v vs si iz ze e] ; / / if not found return pointer to one-beyond-the-end of v
}

The ++ operator means increment. Thus, the name C++ can be read as ‘‘one more than C,’’ ‘‘next C,’’ or
‘‘successor to C.’’ It is pronounced ‘‘See Plus Plus.’’

The f fi in nd d() function might be used like this:

i in nt t c co ou un nt t[] = { 2 2, 3 3, 1 1, 9 9, 7 7, 3 3, 3 3, 0 0, 2 2 };
i in nt t c co ou un nt t_ _s si iz ze e = 9 9;

v vo oi id d f f()
{

i in nt t* p p = f fi in nd d(c co ou un nt t,c co ou un nt t_ _s si iz ze e,7 7) ; / / find 7 in count
i in nt t* q q = f fi in nd d(c co ou un nt t,c co ou un nt t_ _s si iz ze e,0 0) ; / / find 0 in count
*q q = 4 4;
/ / ...

}

The C++ standard library provides more general versions of functions such as f fi in nd d(); see §6.3. A function
declared v vo oi id d, as f f() above doesn’t return a value.

3.2 Storage
In C and C++, there are three fundamental ways of using memory:

Static memory, in which an object is allocated by the linker for the duration of the program. Global
variables, s st ta at ti ic c class members, and s st ta at ti ic c variables in functions are allocated in static memory. An
object allocated in static memory is constructed once and persists to the end of the program. Its
address does not change while the program is running. Static objects can be a problem in programs
using threads (shared-address-space concurrency) because they are shared and require locking for
proper access.

Automatic memory, in which function arguments and local variables are allocated. Each entry into a
function or a block gets its own copy. This kind of memory is automatically created and destroyed;
hence the name automatic memory. Automatic memory is also said ‘‘to be on the stack.’’

Free store, from which memory for objects is explicitly requested by the program and where a program
can free memory again once it is done with it (using the n ne ew w and d de el le et te e operators). When a pro-
gram needs more free store, n ne ew w requests it from the operating system. Typically, the free store
(also called dynamic memory or the heap) grows throughout the lifetime of a program because no
memory is ever returned to the operating system for use by other programs.

For example:

i in nt t g g = 7 7; / / global variable, statically allocated

v vo oi id d f f()
{

i in nt t l lo oc c = 9 9; / / local variable, stack allocated
i in nt t* p p = n ne ew w i in nt t; / / variable allocated on free store
/ / ...
d de el le et te e p p; / / return variable pointed to by p for possible re-use

}

As far as the programmer is concerned, automatic and static storage are used in simple, obvious, and
implicit ways. The interesting question is how to manage the free store. Allocation (using n ne ew w) is simple,
but unless we have a consistent policy for giving memory back to the free store manager, memory will fill
up – especially for long-running programs.

The simplest strategy is to use automatic objects to manage corresponding objects in free store.
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Consequently, many containers are implemented as handles to elements stored in the free store. For exam-
ple, a s st tr ri in ng g (§6.1) variable manages a sequence of characters on the free store:

i in nt t s sz z;
c ch ha ar r* p p;

s st tr ri in ng g:

... elements ... \0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A s st tr ri in ng g automatically allocates and frees the memory needed for its elements. For example:

v vo oi id d g g()
{

s st tr ri in ng g s s = "T Ti im me e f fl li ie es s w wh he en n y yo ou u´r re e h ha av vi in ng g f fu un n"; / / string object created here
/ / ...

} / / string object implicitly destroyed here

The S St ta ac ck k example in §4.2.1 shows how constructors and destructors can be used to manage the lifetime of
storage for elements. All the standard containers (§6.2), such as v ve ec ct to or r, l li is st t, and m ma ap p, can be conveniently
implemented in this way.

When this simple, regular, and efficient approach isn’t sufficient, the programmer might use a memory
manager that finds unreferenced objects and reclaims their memory in which to store new objects. This is
usually called automatic garbage collection, or simply garbage collection. Naturally, such a memory man-
ager is called a garbage collector. Good commercial and free garbage collectors are available for C++ but a
garbage collector is not a standard part of a typical C++ implementation.

3.3 Compile, Link, and Execute
Traditionally, a C or a C++ program consists of a number of source files that are individually compiled into
object files. These object files are then linked together to produce the executable form of the program.

Each separately compiled program fragment must contain enough information to allow it to be linked
together with other program fragments. Most language rules are checked by the compiler as it compiles an
individual source file (translation unit). The linker checks to ensure that names are used consistently in dif-
ferent compilation units and that every name used actually refers to something that has been properly
defined. The typical C++ runtime environment performs few checks on the executing code. A programmer
who wants run-time checking must provide the tests as part of the source code.

C++ interpreters and dynamic linkers modify this picture only slightly by postponing some checks until
the first use of a code fragment.

For example, I might write a simple factorial program and represent it as a separate source file f fa ac ct t.c c:

/ / file fact.c:

#i in nc cl lu ud de e "f fa ac ct t.h h"

l lo on ng g f fa ac ct t(l lo on ng g f f) / / recursive factorial
{

i if f (f f>1 1)
r re et tu ur rn n f f*f fa ac ct t(f f-1 1) ;

e el ls se e
r re et tu ur rn n 1 1;

}

A separately compiled program fragment has an interface consisting of the minimal information needed to
use it. For this simple f fa ac ct t.c c program fragment, the interface consists of the declaration of f fa ac ct t() stored in
a file f fa ac ct t.h h:

/ / file fact.h:

l lo on ng g f fa ac ct t(l lo on ng g) ;

The interface is #i in nc cl lu ud de ed in each translation unit that uses it. I also tend to #i in nc cl lu ud de e an interface into the
translation unit that defines it to give the compiler a chance to diagnose inconsistencies early.

The f fa ac ct t() function can now be used like this:
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/ / file main.c:

#i in nc cl lu ud de e "f fa ac ct t.h h"
#i in nc cl lu ud de e<i io os st tr re ea am m>

i in nt t m ma ai in n()
{

s st td d: :c co ou ut t << "f fa ac ct to or ri ia al l(7 7) i is s " << f fa ac ct t(7 7) << ́ \ \n n´;
r re et tu ur rn n 0 0;

}

The function m ma ai in n() is the starting point for a program, i io os st tr re ea am m is the standard C++ I/O library, and
s st td d: :c co ou ut t is the standard character output stream (§6.1). The operator << (‘‘put’’) converts values to char-
acter strings and outputs those characters. Thus, executing this program will cause

f fa ac ct to or ri ia al l(7 7) i is s 5 50 04 40 0

to appear on output followed by a newline (the special character \ \n n).
Graphically, the program fragments can be represented like this:

l lo on ng g f fa ac ct t(l lo on ng g)

#i in nc cl lu ud de e " "f fa ac ct t. .h h" "
i in nt t m ma ai in n() { . .. .. . }

#i in nc cl lu ud de e " "f fa ac ct t. .h h" "
l lo on ng g f fa ac ct t(l lo on ng g f f) { . .. .. . }

fact.h:

main.c: fact.c:

3.4 Type checking
C++ provides and relies on static type checking. That is, most language rules are checked by the compiler
before a program starts executing. Each entity in a program has a type and must be used in accordance with
its type. For example:

i in nt t f f(d do ou ub bl le e) ; / / f is a function that takes a double-precision floating point
/ / argument and returns an integer

f fl lo oa at t x x = 2 2.0 0; / / x is a single-precision floating point object
s st tr ri in ng g s s = "2 2"; / / s is a string of characters
i in nt t i i = f f(x x) ; / / i is an integer

The compiler detects inconsistent uses and ensures that conversions defined in the language or by the user
are performed. For example:

v vo oi id d g g()
{

s s = "a a s st tr ri in ng g l li it te er ra al l"; / / ok: convert string literal to string
s s = 7 7; / / error: can’t convert int to string

x x = "a a s st tr ri in ng g l li it te er ra al l"; / / error: can’t convert string literal to float
x x = 7 7.0 0; / / ok
x x = 7 7; / / ok: convert int to float

f f(x x) ; / / ok: convert float to double
f f(i i) ; / / ok: convert int to double
f f(s s) ; / / error: can’t convert string to double

d do ou ub bl le e d d = f f+i i; / / ok: add int to float
s st tr ri in ng g s s2 2 = s s+i i; / / error: can’t add int to string

}

For user-defined types, the user has great flexibility in defining which operations and conversions are
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acceptable (§6.1). Consequently, the compiler can detect inconsistent use of user-defined types as well as
inconsistent use of built-in types.

4 Abstraction

In addition to convenient and efficient mechanisms for expressing computation and allocating objects, we
need facilities to manage the complexity of our programs. That is, we need language mechanisms for creat-
ing types that are more appropriate to the way we think (to our application domains) than are the low-level
built-in features.

4.1 Concrete Types
Small heavily used abstractions are common in many applications. Examples are characters, integers, float-
ing point numbers, complex numbers, points, pointers, coordinates, transforms, (pointer,offset) pairs, dates,
times, ranges, links, associations, nodes, (value,unit) pairs, disc locations, source code locations, B BC CD D char-
acters, currencies, lines, rectangles, scaled fixed point numbers, numbers with fractions, character strings,
vectors, and arrays. Every application uses several of these; a few use them heavily. A typical application
uses a few directly and many more indirectly from libraries.

The designer of a general-purpose programming language cannot foresee the detailed needs of every
application. Consequently, such as language must provide mechanisms for the user to define such small
concrete types. It was an explicit aim of C++ to support the definition and efficient use of such user-defined
data types very well. They were seen as the foundation of elegant programming. The simple and mundane
is statistically far more significant than the complicated and sophisticated.

Many concrete types are frequently used and subject to a variety of constraints. Consequently, the lan-
guage facilities supporting their construction emphasizes flexibility and uncompromising time and space
efficiency. Where more convenient, higher-level, or safer types are needed, such types can be built on top
of simple efficient types. The opposite – building uncompromisingly efficient types on top of more com-
plicated ‘‘higher-level’’ types – cannot be done. Consequently, languages that do not provide facilities for
efficient user-defined concrete types need to provide more built-in types, such as lists, strings, and vectors
supported by special language rules.

A classical example of a concrete type is a complex number:

c cl la as ss s c co om mp pl le ex x {
p pu ub bl li ic c: / / interface:

/ / constructors:
c co om mp pl le ex x(d do ou ub bl le e r r, d do ou ub bl le e i i) { r re e=r r; i im m=i i; } / / construct a complex from two scalars
c co om mp pl le ex x(d do ou ub bl le e r r) { r re e=r r; i im m=0 0; } / / construct a complex from one scalar
c co om mp pl le ex x() { r re e = i im m = 0 0; } / / default complex: complex(0,0)

/ / access functions:
f fr ri ie en nd d c co om mp pl le ex x o op pe er ra at to or r+(c co om mp pl le ex x, c co om mp pl le ex x) ;
f fr ri ie en nd d c co om mp pl le ex x o op pe er ra at to or r-(c co om mp pl le ex x, c co om mp pl le ex x) ; / / binary minus
f fr ri ie en nd d c co om mp pl le ex x o op pe er ra at to or r-(c co om mp pl le ex x) ; / / unary minus
f fr ri ie en nd d c co om mp pl le ex x o op pe er ra at to or r*(c co om mp pl le ex x, c co om mp pl le ex x) ;
f fr ri ie en nd d c co om mp pl le ex x o op pe er ra at to or r/(c co om mp pl le ex x, c co om mp pl le ex x) ;
/ / ...

p pr ri iv va at te e:
d do ou ub bl le e r re e, i im m; / / representation

};

This defines a simple c co om mp pl le ex x number type. Following Simula, the C++ term for user-defined type is
class. This c co om mp pl le ex x class specifies the representation of a complex number and the set of operations on a
complex number. The representation is private; that is, r re e and i im m are accessible only to the functions speci-
fied in the declaration of class c co om mp pl le ex x. Restricting the access to the representation to a specific set of
functions simplify understanding, eases debugging and testing, and makes it relatively simple to adopt a
different implementation if needed.

A member function with the same name as its class is called a constructor. Constructors are essential
for most user-defined types. They initialize objects, that is, they establish the basic invariants that other
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functions accessing the representation can rely on. Class c co om mp pl le ex x provides three constructors. One makes
a c co om mp pl le ex x from a double-precision floating-point number, another takes a pair of d do ou ub bl le es, and the third
makes a c co om mp pl le ex x with a default value. For example:

c co om mp pl le ex x a a = c co om mp pl le ex x(1 1,2 2) ;
c co om mp pl le ex x b b = 3 3; / / initialized by complex(3,0)
c co om mp pl le ex x c c; / / initialized by complex(0,0)

A friend declaration grants a function access the representation. Such access functions are defined just like
other functions. For example:

c co om mp pl le ex x o op pe er ra at to or r+(c co om mp pl le ex x a a1 1, c co om mp pl le ex x a a2 2) / / add two complex numbers
{

r re et tu ur rn n c co om mp pl le ex x(a a1 1.r re e+a a2 2.r re e,a a1 1.i im m+a a2 2.i im m) ;
}

This simple c co om mp pl le ex x type can be used like this:

v vo oi id d f f()
{

c co om mp pl le ex x a a = 2 2.3 3;
c co om mp pl le ex x b b = 1 1/a a;
c co om mp pl le ex x c c = a a+b b*c co om mp pl le ex x(1 1,2 2.3 3) ;
/ / ...
c c = -(a a/b b)+2 2;

}

The declaration of c co om mp pl le ex x specified a representation. This is not necessary for a user-defined type (see
§4.2). However, for c co om mp pl le ex x, efficiency and control of data layout are essential. A simple class, such as
c co om mp pl le ex x, suffers no space overheads from system-provided ‘‘housekeeping’’ information. Because, the
representation of c co om mp pl le ex x is presented in its declaration, true local variables where all data is stack allo-
cated are trivially implemented. Furthermore, inlining of simple operations is easy for even simple compil-
ers even in the presence of separate compilation. When it comes to supplying acceptable low-level types –
such as c co om mp pl le ex x, s st tr ri in ng g, and v ve ec ct to or r – for high-performance systems these language aspects are essential
[Stroustrup,1994].

Often, notation is an important concern for concrete types. Programmers expect to be able to do com-
plex arithmetic using conventional operators such as + and *. Similar programmers expect to be able to
concatenate strings using some operator (often +), to subscript vectors and strings using [] or (), to
invoke objects representing functions using (), etc. To meet such expectations, C++ provides the ability to
define meanings of operators for user-defined types. Interestingly, the most commonly used operators and
the most useful, turns out to be [] and (), rather than + and - as most people seem to expect.

The standard C++ library supplies a c co om mp pl le ex x type defined using the techniques demonstrated here
(§6.4.1).

4.2 Abstract Types
Concrete types, as described above, have their representation included in their declaration. This makes it
trivial to allocate objects of concrete types on the stack and to inline simple operations on such objects.
The resulting efficiency benefits are major. However, the representation of an object cannot be changed
without recompiling code taking advantage of such optimizations. This is not always ideal. The obvious
alternative is to protect users from any knowledge of and dependency on a representation by excluding it
from the class declaration. For example:
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c cl la as ss s C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e {
p pu ub bl li ic c:

v vi ir rt tu ua al l i in nt t o op pe en n(i in nt t o op pt t) = 0 0; / / =0 means ‘‘pure virtual function’’
v vi ir rt tu ua al l i in nt t c cl lo os se e(i in nt t o op pt t) = 0 0;
v vi ir rt tu ua al l i in nt t r re ea ad d(c ch ha ar r* p p, i in nt t n n) = 0 0;
v vi ir rt tu ua al l i in nt t w wr ri it te e(c co on ns st t c ch ha ar r* p p, i in nt t n n) = 0 0;
v vi ir rt tu ua al l i in nt t i io oc ct tl l(i in nt t ...) = 0 0;
v vi ir rt tu ua al l ˜C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e() { } / / destructor (see §4.2.1)

};

The word v vi ir rt tu ua al l means ‘‘may be defined later in a class derived from this one’’ in Simula and C++. A
class derived from C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e (see below) provides an implementation of C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e inter-
face. The curious =0 0 syntax says that some class derived from C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e must define the function.

The C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e is an abstract class specifying an interface only. This interface can be imple-
mented in a variety of ways without affecting users. For example, a programmer might use this interface to
device drivers on some hypothetical system like this:

v vo oi id d u us se er r(C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e* d d, c ch ha ar r* b bu uf ff fe er r, i in nt t s si iz ze e)
{

c ch ha ar r* p p = b bu uf ff fe er r;

w wh hi il le e (s si iz ze e>c ch hu un nk k_ _s si iz ze e) {
i if f (d d->w wr ri it te e(p p,c ch hu un nk k_ _s si iz ze e)==c ch hu un nk k_ _s si iz ze e) { / / whole chunk written

s si iz ze e -= c ch hu un nk k_ _s si iz ze e; / / chunk_size characters written
p p += c ch hu un nk k_ _s si iz ze e; / / move on to next chunk

}
e el ls se e { / / part of chunk written

/ / ...
}

}
/ / ...

}

The actual drivers would be specified as classes derived from the base C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e. For example:

c cl la as ss s D De ev v1 1 : p pu ub bl li ic c C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e {
/ / representation of a Dev1

p pu ub bl li ic c:
i in nt t o op pe en n(i in nt t o op pt t) ; / / open a Dev1
i in nt t c cl lo os se e(i in nt t o op pt t) ; / / close a Dev1
i in nt t r re ea ad d(c ch ha ar r* p p, i in nt t n n) ; / / read a Dev1
/ / ...

};

c cl la as ss s D De ev v2 2 : p pu ub bl li ic c C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e {
/ / representation of a Dev2

p pu ub bl li ic c:
i in nt t o op pe en n(i in nt t o op pt t) ; / / open a Dev2
i in nt t c cl lo os se e(i in nt t o op pt t) ; / / close a Dev2
i in nt t r re ea ad d(c ch ha ar r* p p, i in nt t n n) ; / / read a Dev2
/ / ...

};

The relationships among the classes can be represented graphically like this:

C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e

D De ev v1 1 D De ev v2 2

..base class:

derived classes:

An arrow represents the derived from relationship. The u us se er r() does not need to know whether a D De ev v1 1, or
a D De ev v2 2, or some other class implementing the C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e is actually used.
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v vo oi id d f f(D De ev v1 1& d d1 1, D De ev v2 2& d d2 2, c ch ha ar r* b bu uf f, i in nt t s s)
{

u us se er r(d d1 1,b bu uf f,s s) ; / / use a Dev1
u us se er r(d d2 2,b bu uf f,s s) ; / / use a Dev2

}

A function declared in a derived class is said to override a virtual function with the same name and type in
a base class. It is the language’s job to ensure that calls of C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e’s virtual functions, such as
w wr ri it te e() invoke the appropriate overriding function for the derived class actually used. The overhead of
doing that in C++ is minimal and perfectly predictable. The extra run-time overhead of a v vi ir rt tu ua al l function is
a fraction of the cost of an ordinary function call.

We can represent the object layout of a typical implementation like this:

D De ev v1 1’ ’s s d da at ta a

. .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....

D De ev v1 1::o op pe en n()

D De ev v1 1::c cl lo os se e()

v vt tb bl l: : D De ev v1 1 o ob bj je ec ct t: :
..

D De ev v2 2’ ’s s d da at ta a

. .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....

D De ev v2 2::o op pe en n()

D De ev v2 2::c cl lo os se e()

v vt tb bl l: : D De ev v2 2 o ob bj je ec ct t: :
..

Thus, a virtual function call is simply an indirect function call. No run-time searching for the right function
to call is needed.

In many contexts, abstract classes are the ideal way of representing the major internal interfaces of a
system. They are simple, efficient, strongly typed, enable the simultaneous use of many different imple-
mentations of the concept represented by the interface, and completely insulate users from changes in such
implementations.

4.2.1 Destructors
A constructor establishes a context for the member functions of a class to work in for a given object. Often,
establishing that context requires the acquisition of resources such as memory, locks, or files. For a pro-
gram to work correctly, such resources must typically be released when the object is destroyed. Conse-
quently, it is possible to declare a function dedicated to reversing the effect of a constructor. Naturally,
such a function is called a destructor. The name of a destructor for a class X X is ˜X X(); in C++, ˜ is the
complement operator.

A simple stack of characters can be defined like this:

c cl la as ss s S St ta ac ck k {
c ch ha ar r* v v;
i in nt t m ma ax x_ _s si iz ze e;
i in nt t t to op p;

p pu ub bl li ic c:
S St ta ac ck k(i in nt t s s) { t to op p = 0 0; v v = n ne ew w T T[m ma ax x_ _s si iz ze e=s s] ; } / / constructor: acquire memory
˜S St ta ac ck k() { d de el le et te e[] v v; } / / destructor: release memory

v vo oi id d p pu us sh h(T T c c) { v v[t to op p++] = c c; }
T T p po op p() { r re et tu ur rn n v v[--t to op p] ; }

};

For simplicity, this S St ta ac ck k has been stripped of all error handling. However, it is complete enough to be
used like this:

v vo oi id d f f(i in nt t n n)
{

s st ta ac ck k s s2 2(n n) ; / / stack of n characters
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s s2 2.p pu us sh h(´a a´) ;
s s2 2.p pu us sh h(´b b´) ;
c ch ha ar r c c = s s2 2.p po op p() ;
/ / ...

}

Upon entry into f f(), s s2 2 is created and the constructor S St ta ac ck k: :S St ta ac ck k() is called. The constructor allocates
enough memory for n n characters. Upon exit from f f(), the destructor S St ta ac ck k: :˜S St ta ac ck k() is implicitly
invoked so that the memory acquired by the constructor is freed.

This kind of resource management is often important. For example, an abstract class, such as
C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e, will be manipulated through pointers and references and will typically be deleted by a
function that has no idea of the exact type of object used to implement the interface. Consequently, a user
of a C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e cannot be expected to know what is required to free a device. Conceivably freeing
a device would involve nontrivial interactions with an operating system or other guardians of system
resources. Declaring C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e’s destructor v vi ir rt tu ua al l ensures that the removal of the
C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e is done using the proper function from the derived class. For example

v vo oi id d s so om me e_ _u us se er r(C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er r_ _d de ev vi ic ce e* p pd d)
{

/ / ...
d de el le et te e p pd d; / / implicitly invoke object’s destructor

}

4.3 Object-Oriented Programming
Object-oriented programming is a set of techniques that rely on hierarchies of classes to provide extensibil-
ity and flexibility. The basic language facilities used are the user-defined types themselves, the ability to
derive a class from another, and v vi ir rt tu ua al l functions (§4.2). These features allow a programmer to rely on an
interface (a class, often an abstract class) without knowing how its operations are implemented. Con-
versely, they allow new classes to be built directly on older ones without disturbing users of those older
classes. As an example, consider the simple task of getting an integer value from a user to an application
through some user-interface system. Assuming that we would like to keep the application independent of
the details of the user-interface system we could represent the notion of an interaction needed to get an inte-
ger as a class I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox x:

c cl la as ss s I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox x {
p pu ub bl li ic c:

v vi ir rt tu ua al l i in nt t g ge et t_ _v va al lu ue e() = 0 0; / / get value back to application
v vi ir rt tu ua al l v vo oi id d p pr ro om mp pt t() = 0 0; / / prompt the user
/ / ...

};

Naturally, there will be a variety of Ival_boxes:

c cl la as ss s I Iv va al l_ _d di ia al l : p pu ub bl li ic c I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox x { /* ... */ };
c cl la as ss s I Iv va al l_ _s sl li id de er r : p pu ub bl li ic c I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox x { /* ... */ };
/ / ...

This can be represented graphically like this:

I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox x

I Iv va al l_ _d di ia al l I Iv va al l_ _s sl li id de er r

..

This application hierarchy is independent of the details of an actual user-interface system. The application
is written independently of I/O implementation details and then later tied into an implementation hierarchy
without affecting the users of the application hierarchy:
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iv va al l_ _b bo ox x

i iv va al l_ _d di ia al l i iv va al l_ _s sl li id de er r

..B BB B_ _w wi in nd do ow w B BB B_ _w wi in nd do ow w

B BB B_ _k kn no ob b B BB B_ _s sl li id de er r

B BB B_ _i iv va al l_ _d di ia al l B BB B_ _i iv va al l_ _s sl li id de er r

..

A dashed arrow represents a protected base class. A protected base class is one that is part of the imple-
mentation of its derived class (only) and is inaccessible general user code. This design makes the applica-
tion code independent of any change in the implementation hierarchy.

I have used the B BB B prefix for realism; suppliers of major libraries traditionally prepend some identifying
initials. The superior alternative is to use namespaces (§5.2).

The declaration of a class that ties an application class to the implementation hierarchy will look some-
thing like this:

c cl la as ss s B BB B_ _i iv va al l_ _s sl li id de er r : p pu ub bl li ic c i iv va al l_ _s sl li id de er r, p pr ro ot te ec ct te ed d B BB B_ _s sl li id de er r {
p pu ub bl li ic c:

/ / functions overriding Ival_slider functions
/ / as needed to implement the application concepts

p pr ro ot te ec ct te ed d:
/ / functions overriding BB_slider and BB_window functions
/ / as required to conform to user interface standards

p pr ri iv va at te e:
/ / representation and other implementation details

};

This structure assumes that details of what is to be displayed by a user-interface system is expressed by
overriding virtual functions in the B BB B_ _w wi in nd do ow ws hierarchy. This may not be the ideal organization of a user
interface system, but it is not uncommon.

A derived class inherits properties from its base classes. Thus, derivation is sometimes called
inheritance. A language, such as C++, that allows a class to have more than one direct base class is said to
support multiple inheritance.

4.3.1 Run-time Type Identification
A plausible use of the I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox xes defined in §4.3 would be to hand them to a system that controlled a
screen and have that system hand objects back to the application program whenever some activity had
occurred. This is how many user interfaces work. However, just as an application using I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox xes should
not know about the user-interface system, the user-interface system will not know about our I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox xes.
The system’s interfaces will be specified in terms of the system’s own classes and objects rather than our
application’s classes. This is necessary and proper. However, it does have the unpleasant effect that we
lose information about the type of objects passed to the system and later returned to us.

Recovering the ‘‘lost’’ type of an object requires us to somehow ask the object to reveal its type. Any
operation on an object requires us to have a pointer or reference of a suitable type for the object. Conse-
quently, the most obvious and useful operation for inspecting the type of an object at run time is a type con-
version operation that returns a valid pointer if the object is of the expected type and a null pointer if it
isn’t. The d dy yn na am mi ic c_ _c ca as st t operator does exactly that. For example, assume that ‘‘the system’’ invokes
m my y_ _e ev ve en nt t_ _h ha an nd dl le er r() with a pointer to a B BB Bw wi in nd do ow w, where an activity has occurred:
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v vo oi id d m my y_ _e ev ve en nt t_ _h ha an nd dl le er r(B BB Bw wi in nd do ow w* p pw w)
{

i if f (I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox x* p pb b = d dy yn na am mi ic c_ _c ca as st t<I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox x*>(p pw w)) { / / does pw point to an Ival_box?
i in nt t i i = p pb b->g ge et t_ _v va al lu ue e() ;
/ / ...

}
e el ls se e {

/ / Oops! unexpected event
}

}

One way of explaining what is going on is that d dy yn na am mi ic c_ _c ca as st t translates from the implementation-oriented
language of the user-interface system to the language of the application. It is important to note what is not
mentioned in this example: the actual type of the object. The object will be a particular kind of I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox x,
say an I Iv va al l_ _s sl li id de er r, implemented by a particular kind of B BB Bw wi in nd do ow w, say a B BB Bs sl li id de er r. It is neither necessary
nor desirable to make the actual type of the object explicit in this interaction between ‘‘the system’’ and the
application. An interface exists to represent the essentials of an interaction. In particular, a well-designed
interface hides inessential details.

Casting from a base class to a derived class is often called a downcast because of the convention of
drawing inheritance trees growing from the root down. Similarly, a cast from a derived class to a base is
called an upcast. A cast that goes from a base to a sibling class, like the cast from B BB Bw wi in nd do ow w to I Iv va al l_ _b bo ox x,
is called a crosscast.

4.4 Generic Programming
Given classes and class hierarchies, we can elegantly and efficiently represent individual concepts and also
represent concepts that relate to each other in a hierarchical manner. However, some common and impor-
tant concepts are neither independent of each other nor hierarchically organized. For example, the notions
‘‘vector of integer’’ and ‘‘vector of complex number’’ are related through the common concept of a vector
and differ in the type of the vector elements (only). Such abstractions are best represented through parame-
terization. For example, the v ve ec ct to or r should be parameterized by the element type.

C++ provides parameterization by type through the notion of a template. It was a crucial design crite-
rion that templates should be flexible and efficient enough to be used to define fundamental containers with
severe efficiently constraints. In particular, the aim was to be able to provide a v ve ec ct to or r template class that
did not impose run-time or space overheads compared to a built-in array.

4.5 Containers
We can generalize a stack-of-characters type from §4.2.1 to a stack-of-anything type by making it a
template and replacing the specific type c ch ha ar r with a template parameter. For example:

t te em mp pl la at te e<c cl la as ss s T T> c cl la as ss s S St ta ac ck k {
T T* v v;
i in nt t m ma ax x_ _s si iz ze e;
i in nt t t to op p;

p pu ub bl li ic c:
S St ta ac ck k(i in nt t s s) { t to op p = 0 0; v v = n ne ew w T T[m ma ax x_ _s si iz ze e=s s] ; } / / constructor
˜S St ta ac ck k() { d de el le et te e[] v v; } / / destructor

v vo oi id d p pu us sh h(T T c c) { v v[t to op p++] = c c; }
T T p po op p() { v v[--t to op p] ; }

};

The t te em mp pl la at te e<c cl la as ss s T T> prefix makes T T a parameter of the declaration it prefixes.
We can now use stacks like this:

S St ta ac ck k<c ch ha ar r> s sc c(1 10 00 0) ; / / stack of characters
S St ta ac ck k<c co om mp pl le ex x> s sc cp pl lx x(2 20 00 0) ; / / stack of complex numbers
S St ta ac ck k< l li is st t<i in nt t> > s sl li i(4 40 00 0) ; / / stack of list of integers
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v vo oi id d f f()
{

s sc c.p pu us sh h(´c c´) ;
i if f (s sc c.p po op p() != ́ c c´) e er rr ro or r("i im mp po os ss si ib bl le e") ;

s sc cp pl lx x.p pu us sh h(c co om mp pl le ex x(1 1,2 2)) ;
i if f (s sc cp pl lx x.p po op p() != c co om mp pl le ex x(1 1,2 2)) e er rr ro or r("c ca an n´t t h ha ap pp pe en n") ;

}

Similarly, we can define lists, vectors, maps (that is, associative arrays), etc., as templates. A class holding
a collection of elements of some type is commonly called a container class, or simply a container.

Templates are a compile-time mechanism so that their use incurs no run-time overhead compared to
‘‘hand-written code.’’

4.5.1 Algorithms
Given a variety of semantically similar types – such as a set of containers that all support similar operations
for element insertion and access – we can write code that works for all of those types. For example, we
might count the occurrences of a value v va al l in a sequence of elements delimited by f fi ir rs st t and l la as st t like this:

t te em mp pl la at te e<c cl la as ss s I In n, c cl la as ss s T T> i in nt t c co ou un nt t(I In n f fi ir rs st t, I In n l la as st t, c co on ns st t T T& v va al l)
{

i in nt t r re es s = 0 0;
w wh hi il le e (f fi ir rs st t != l la as st t) i if f (*f fi ir rs st t++ == v va al l) ++r re es s;
r re et tu ur rn n r re es s;

}

This code assumes only that values of type T T can be compared using ==, that an I In n can be used to traverse
the sequence by using ++ to get to the next element, and that *p p retrieves the value of the element pointer
to by an iterator p p. For example:

v vo oi id d f f(v ve ec ct to or r<c co om mp pl le ex x>& v vc c, s st tr ri in ng g s s, l li is st t<i in nt t>& l li i)
{

i in nt t c c1 1 = c co ou un nt t(v vc c.b be eg gi in n() ,v vc c.e en nd d() ,c co om mp pl le ex x(0 0)) ;
i in nt t c c2 2 = c co ou un nt t(s s.b be eg gi in n() ,s s.e en nd d() ,´x x´) ;
i in nt t c c3 3 = c co ou un nt t(l li i.b be eg gi in n() ,l li i.e en nd d() ,4 42 2) ;
/ / ...

}

This counts the occurrences of the c co om mp pl le ex x 0 0 in the vector, the occurrences of x x in the string, and the occur-
rences of 4 42 2 in the list.

A type with the properties specified for I In n is called an iterator. The simplest example of an iterator is a
built-in pointer. Standard library containers – such as v ve ec ct to or r, s st tr ri in ng g, and l li is st t – all provide the operations
b be eg gi in n() and e en nd d() that returns iterators for the first element and the one-beyond-the-last element, respec-
tively; thus, b be eg gi in n()..e en nd d() describes a half-open sequence (§6.3). Naturally, the implementations of ++
and * differ for the different containers, but such implementation details don’t affect the way we write the
code.

5 Large-scale Programming

The main part of this paper is organized around the key programming styles supported by C++. However,
namespaces and exception handling mechanisms are important language features that do not fit this classifi-
cation because they support large-scale programming in all styles. They are used to ease the construction of
programs out of separate parts and they increase in importance as the size of programs increase.

5.1 Exceptions and Error Handling
Exceptions are used to transfer control from a place where an error is detected to some caller that has
expressed interest in handling that kind of errors. Clearly, this is a mechanism that should be used only for
errors that cannot be handled locally.

One might ask: ‘‘How can something that is (eventually) handled correctly so that the program proceeds
as intended be considered an error?’’ Consequently, we often refer to exceptional events, or simply to
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exceptions, and the language mechanisms provided to deal with these events exception handling.
Consider how we might report underflow and overflow errors from a S St ta ac ck k:

t te em mp pl la at te e<c cl la as ss s T T> c cl la as ss s S St ta ac ck k {
T T* v v;
i in nt t m ma ax x_ _s si iz ze e;
i in nt t t to op p;

p pu ub bl li ic c:
c cl la as ss s U Un nd de er rf fl lo ow w { }; / / type used to report underflow
c cl la as ss s O Ov ve er rf fl lo ow w { }; / / type used to report overflow

S St ta ac ck k(i in nt t s s) ; / / constructor
˜S St ta ac ck k() ; / / destructor

v vo oi id d p pu us sh h(T T c c)
{

i if f (t to op p == m ma ax x_ _s si iz ze e) t th hr ro ow w O Ov ve er rf fl lo ow w() ; / / check for error
v v[t to op p++] = c c; / / raise top and place c on top

}

T T p po op p()
{

i if f (t to op p == 0 0) t th hr ro ow w U Un nd de er rf fl lo ow w() ; / / check for error
r re et tu ur rn n v v[--t to op p] ; / / lower top

}
};

An object thrown can be caught by a caller of the function that threw. For example:

v vo oi id d f f()
{

S St ta ac ck k<s st tr ri in ng g> s ss s(1 10 0) ;

t tr ry y {
s ss s.p pu us sh h("Q Qu ui iz z") ;
s st tr ri in ng g s s = s ss s.p po op p() ; / / pop "Quiz"
s ss s.p po op p() ; / / try to pop an empty string: will throw Underflow

}
c ca at tc ch h(S St ta ac ck k<s st tr ri in ng g>: :U Un nd de er rf fl lo ow w) { / / exception handler

c ce er rr r << "e er rr ro or r: s st ta ac ck k u un nd de er rf fl lo ow w";
r re et tu ur rn n;

}
c ca at tc ch h(S St ta ac ck k<s st tr ri in ng g>: :O Ov ve er rf fl lo ow w) { / / exception handler

c ce er rr r << "e er rr ro or r: s st ta ac ck k o ov ve er rf fl lo ow w";
r re et tu ur rn n;

}
/ / ...

}

Exceptions thrown within a t tr ry y { ... } block or in code called from within a try block will be caught by a
catch-clause for their type.

Exceptions can be used to make error handling more stylized and regular. In particular, hierarchies of
exception classes can be used to group exceptions so that a piece of code need deal only with errors at a
suitable level of detail. For example, assume that o op pe en n_ _f fi il le e_ _e er rr ro or r is a class derived from i io o_ _e er rr ro or r:

v vo oi id d u us se e_ _f fi il le e(c co on ns st t c ch ha ar r* f fn n)
{

F Fi il le e_ _p pt tr r f f(f fn n,"r r") ; / / open fn for reading; throw open_file_error if that can’t be done
/ / use f

}
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v vo oi id d s so om me e_ _f fc ct t()
{

t tr ry y {
/ / ...
u us se e_ _f fi il le e("h ho om me ed di ir r/m ma ag gi ic c") ;
/ / ...

}
c ca at tc ch h (i io o_ _e er rr ro or r) {

/ / ...
}

}

Here, s so om me e_ _f fc ct t need not know the details of what went wrong; that is, it need not know about
o op pe en n_ _f fi il le e_ _e er rr ro or r. Instead, it deals with errors at the i io o_ _e er rr ro or r level of abstraction.

Note that u us se e_ _f fi il le e didn’t deal with exceptions at all. It simply opens a file and uses it. Should the file
not be there to open, control is immediately transferred to the caller s so om me e_ _f fc ct t. Similarly, should a read
error occur during use, the file will be properly closed by the F Fi il le e_ _p pt tr r destructor before control returns to
s so om me e_ _f fc ct t.

5.2 Namespaces
A namespace is a named scope. Namespaces are used to group related declarations and to keep separate
items separate. For example, two separately developed libraries may use the same name to refer to different
items, but a user can still use both:

n na am me es sp pa ac ce e M My yl li ib b {
t te em mp pl la at te e<c cl la as ss s T T> c cl la as ss s S St ta ac ck k { /* ... */ };
/ / ...

}

n na am me es sp pa ac ce e Y Yo ou ur rl li ib b {
c cl la as ss s S St ta ac ck k { /* ... */ };
/ / ...

}

v vo oi id d f f(i in nt t m ma ax x)
{

M My yl li ib b: :S St ta ac ck k<i in nt t> s s1 1(m ma ax x) ; / / use my stack
Y Yo ou ur rl li ib b: :S St ta ac ck k s s2 2(m ma ax x) ; / / use your stack
/ / ...

}

Repeating a namespace name can be a distraction for both readers and writers. Consequently, it is possible
to state that names from a particular namespace are available without explicit qualification. For example:

v vo oi id d f f(i in nt t m ma ax x)
{

u us si in ng g n na am me es sp pa ac ce e M My yl li ib b; / / make names from Mylib accessible

S St ta ac ck k<i in nt t> s s1 1(m ma ax x) ; / / use my stack
Y Yo ou ur rl li ib b: :S St ta ac ck k s s2 2(m ma ax x) ; / / use your stack
/ / ...

}

Namespaces provide a powerful tool for the management of different libraries and of different versions of
code. In particular, they offer the programmer alternatives of how explicit to make a reference to a non-
local name.

6 The C++ Standard Library

The standard library provides:
[1] Basic run-time language support (e.g., for allocation and run-time type information).
[2] The C standard library (with very minor modifications to minimize violations of the type system).
[3] Strings and I/O streams (with support for international character sets and localization).
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[4] A framework of containers (such as v ve ec ct to or r, l li is st t, and m ma ap p) and algorithms using containers (such as
general traversals, sorts, and merges).

[5] Support for numerical computation (complex numbers plus vectors with arithmetic operations,
BLAS-like and generalized slices, and semantics designed to ease optimization).

The main criterion for including a class in the library was that it would somehow be used by almost every
C++ programmer (both novices and experts), that it could be provided in a general form that did not add
significant overhead compared to a simpler version of the same facility, and that simple uses should be easy
to learn. Essentially, the C++ standard library provides the most common fundamental data structures
together with the fundamental algorithms used on them.

The framework of containers, algorithms, and iterators is commonly referred to as the STL. It is pri-
marily the work of Alexander Stepanov [Stepanov,1994].

6.1 Strings and I/O
Strings and input/output operations are not provided directly by special language constructs in C++.
Instead, the standard library provides string and I/O types. For example:

#i in nc cl lu ud de e<s st tr ri in ng g> / / make standard strings available
#i in nc cl lu ud de e<i io os st tr re ea am m> / / make standard I/O available

i in nt t m ma ai in n()
{

u us si in ng g n na am me es sp pa ac ce e s st td d;

s st tr ri in ng g n na am me e;
c co ou ut t << "P Pl le ea as se e e en nt te er r y yo ou ur r n na am me e: "; / / prompt the user
c ci in n >> n na am me e; / / read a name
c co ou ut t << "H He el ll lo o, " << n na am me e << ́ \ \n n´; / / output the name followed by a newline
r re et tu ur rn n 0 0;

}

This example uses the standard input and output streams, c ci in n and c co ou ut t with their operators >> (‘‘get
from’’) and << (‘‘put to’’).

The I/O streams support a variety of formatting and buffering facilities, and strings support common
string operations such as concatenation, insertion, and extraction of characters and strings. Both streams
and strings can be used with characters of any character set.

The standard library facilities can be – and usually are – implemented using only facilities available to
all users. Consequently, where the standard facilities happen to be inadequate, a user can provide equally
elegant alternatives.

6.2 Containers
The standard library provides some of the most general and useful container types to allow the programmer
to select a container that best serves the needs of an application:

_ ________________________________________________________
Standard Container Summary_ _________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________

v ve ec ct to or r< <T T> > A variable-sized vector
l li is st t< <T T> > A doubly-linked list
q qu ue eu ue e< <T T> > A queue
s st ta ac ck k< <T T> > A stack
d de eq qu ue e< <T T> > A double-ended queue
p pr ri io or ri it ty y_ _q qu ue eu ue e< <T T> > A queue sorted by value
s se et t< <T T> > A set
m mu ul lt ti is se et t< <T T> > A set in which a value can occur many times
m ma ap p< <k ke ey y, ,v va al l> > An associative array
m mu ul lt ti im ma ap p< <k ke ey y, ,v va al l> > A map in which a key can occur many times_ ________________________________________________________ 




























These containers are designed to be efficient yet have interfaces designed to ensure that they can be used
interchangeably wherever reasonable. For example, like l li is st t, v ve ec ct to or r provides efficient operations for
adding elements to its end (back). This allows data that eventually needs to be efficiently accessed by
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subscripting to be constructed incrementally. For example:

v ve ec ct to or r<P Po oi in nt t> c ci it ti ie es s;

v vo oi id d a ad dd d_ _p po oi in nt ts s(P Po oi in nt t s se en nt ti in ne el l)
{

P Po oi in nt t b bu uf f;

w wh hi il le e (c ci in n >> b bu uf f) { / / read points from input
i if f (b bu uf f == s se en nt ti in ne el l) r re et tu ur rn n;
/ / check new point
c ci it ti ie es s.p pu us sh h_ _b ba ac ck k(b bu uf f) ; / / add point to (end of) vector

}
}

The containers are nonintrusive; that is, essentially every type can be used as a container element type. In
particular, built-in types – such as i in nt t and c ch ha ar r* – and C-style data structures (s st tr ru uc ct ts) can be container ele-
ments.

6.3 Algorithms
The standard library provides dozens of algorithms. The algorithms are defined in namespace s st td d and pre-
sented in the <a al lg go or ri it th hm m> header. Here are a few I have found particularly useful:

_ _____________________________________________________________
Selected Standard Algorithms_ ______________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________

f fo or r_ _e ea ac ch h( () ) Invoke function for each element
f fi in nd d( () ) Find first occurrence of arguments
f fi in nd d_ _i if f( () ) Find first match of predicate
c co ou un nt t( () ) Count occurrences of element
c co ou un nt t_ _i if f( () ) Count matches of predicate
r re ep pl la ac ce e( () ) Replace element with new value
r re ep pl la ac ce e_ _i if f( () ) Replace element that matches predicate with new value
c co op py y( () ) Copy elements
u un ni iq qu ue e_ _c co op py y( () ) Copy elements that are not adjacent duplicates
s so or rt t( () ) Sort elements
e eq qu ua al l_ _r ra an ng ge e( () ) Find all elements with equivalent values
m me er rg ge e( () ) Merge sorted sequences_ _____________________________________________________________ 


































These algorithms, and many more, can be applied to of standard containers, s st tr ri in ng gs, and built-in arrays. In
fact, they can be applied to any sequence as described in §4.5.1:

begin end

...
. . . . . ..

..

. . . . . . .....
elements:

As mentioned, operator * is used to mean ‘‘access an element through an iterator’’ and operator ++ to
mean ‘‘make the iterator refer to the next element.’’ For example, we can define a general algorithm that
finds the first element of a sequence that matches a predicate like this:

t te em mp pl la at te e <c cl la as ss s I In n, c cl la as ss s P Pr re ed di ic ca at te e> I In n f fi in nd d_ _i if f(I In n f fi ir rs st t, I In n l la as st t, P Pr re ed di ic ca at te e p pr re ed d)
{

w wh hi il le e (f fi ir rs st t!=l la as st t && !p pr re ed d(*f fi ir rs st t)) ++f fi ir rs st t;
r re et tu ur rn n f fi ir rs st t;

}

Simple definitions, the ability to chose the right algorithm at compile time based on the type of the input
sequence, and the ability to inline simple operations (such as ==, <, and simple user-defined predicates)
mean that these very generic and general algorithms outperform most conventional alternatives.
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6.4 Numerics
Like C, C++ wasn’t designed primarily with numerical computation in mind. However, a lot of numerical
work is done in C++, and the standard library reflects that.

6.4.1 Complex Numbers
The standard library supports a family of complex number types along the lines of the c co om mp pl le ex x class
described in §4.1. To support complex numbers where the scalars are single-precision floating-point num-
bers (f fl lo oa at ts), double precision numbers (d do ou ub bl le es), etc., the standard library c co om mp pl le ex x is a template:

t te em mp pl la at te e<c cl la as ss s s sc ca al la ar r> c cl la as ss s c co om mp pl le ex x {
p pu ub bl li ic c:

c co om mp pl le ex x(s sc ca al la ar r r re e, s sc ca al la ar r i im m) ;
/ / ...

};

The usual arithmetic operations and the most common mathematical functions are supported for complex
numbers. For example:

t te em mp pl la at te e<c cl la as ss s C C> c co om mp pl le ex x<C C> p po ow w(c co on ns st t c co om mp pl le ex x<C C>&, i in nt t) ; / / exponentiation

v vo oi id d f f(c co om mp pl le ex x<f fl lo oa at t> f fl l, c co om mp pl le ex x<d do ou ub bl le e> d db b)
{

c co om mp pl le ex x<l lo on ng g d do ou ub bl le e> l ld d = f fl l+s sq qr rt t(d db b) ;
d db b += f fl l*3 3;
f fl l = p po ow w(1 1/f fl l,2 2) ;
/ / ...

}

Thus, complex numbers are supported approximately to the degree that floating-point numbers are.

6.4.2 Vector Arithmetic
The standard v ve ec ct to or r from §6.2 was designed to be a general mechanism for holding values, to be flexible,
and to fit into the architecture of containers, iterators, and algorithms. However, it does not support mathe-
matical vector operations. Adding such operations to v ve ec ct to or r would be easy, but its generality and flexibil-
ity precludes optimizations that are often considered essential for serious numerical work. Consequently,
the standard library provides a vector, called v va al la ar rr ra ay y, that is less general and more amenable to optimiza-
tion for numerical computation:

t te em mp pl la at te e<c cl la as ss s T T> c cl la as ss s v va al la ar rr ra ay y {
/ / ...
T T& o op pe er ra at to or r[](s si iz ze e_ _t t) ;
/ / ...

};

The type s si iz ze e_ _t t is the unsigned integer type that the implementation uses for array indices.
The usual arithmetic operations and the most common mathematical functions are supported for

v va al la ar rr ra ay ys. For example:

t te em mp pl la at te e<c cl la as ss s T T> v va al la ar rr ra ay y<T T> a ab bs s(c co on ns st t v va al la ar rr ra ay y<T T>&) ; / / absolute value

v vo oi id d f f(c co on ns st t v va al la ar rr ra ay y<d do ou ub bl le e>& a a1 1, c co on ns st t v va al la ar rr ra ay y<d do ou ub bl le e>& a a2 2)
{

v va al la ar rr ra ay y<d do ou ub bl le e> a a = a a1 1*3 3.1 14 4+a a2 2/a a1 1;
a a += a a2 2*3 3.1 14 4;
v va al la ar rr ra ay y<d do ou ub bl le e> a aa a = a ab bs s(a a) ;
d do ou ub bl le e d d = a a2 2[7 7] ;
/ / ...

}

The v va al la ar rr ra ay y type also supports BLAS-style and generalized slicing. More complicated numeric types,
such as M Ma at tr ri ix x, can be constructed from v va al la ar rr ra ay y.
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7 Use of C++

C++ is used by hundreds of thousands of programmers in essentially every application domain. This use is
supported by about a dozen independent implementations, hundreds of libraries, hundreds of textbooks,
several technical journals, many conferences, and innumerable consultants. Training and education at a
variety of levels are widely available.

Early applications tended to have a strong systems programming flavor. For example, several major
operating systems have been written in C++ [Campbell,1987] [Rozier,1988] [Hamilton,1993] [Berg,1995]
[Parrington,1995] and many more have key parts done in C++. C++ was designed so that every language
feature is usable in code under severe time and space constraints [Stroustrup,1994]. This allows C++ to be
used for device drivers and other software that rely on direct manipulation of hardware under real-time con-
straints. In such code, predictability of performance is at least as important as raw speed. Often, so is com-
pactness of the resulting system.

Most applications have sections of code that are critical for acceptable performance. However, the larg-
est amount of code is not in such sections. For most code, maintainability, ease of extension, and ease of
testing is key. C++’s support for these concerns has led to its widespread use where reliability is a must and
in areas where requirements change significantly over time. Examples are banking, trading, insurance,
telecommunications, and military applications. For years, the central control of the U.S. long-distance tele-
phone system has relied on C++ and every 800 call (that is, a call paid for by the called party) has been
routed by a C++ program [Kamath,1993]. Many such applications are large and long-lived. As a result,
stability, compatibility, and scalability have been constant concerns in the development of C++. Million-
line C++ programs are not uncommon.

Like C, C++ wasn’t specifically designed with numerical computation in mind. However, much numer-
ical, scientific, and engineering computation is done in C++. A major reason for this is that traditional
numerical work must often be combined with graphics and with computations relying on data structures
that don’t fit into the traditional Fortran mold [Budge,1992] [Barton,1994]. Graphics and user interfaces
are areas in which C++ is heavily used.

All of this points to what may be C++’s greatest strength: its ability to be used effectively for applica-
tions that require work in a variety of application areas. It is quite common to find an application that
involves local and wide-area networking, numerics, graphics, user interaction, and database access. Tradi-
tionally, such application areas have been considered distinct, and they have most often been served by dis-
tinct technical communities using a variety of programming languages. However, C++ has been widely
used in all of those areas. Furthermore, it is able to coexist with code fragments and programs written in
other languages.

C++ is widely used for teaching and research. This has surprised some who – correctly – point out that
C++ isn’t the smallest or cleanest language ever designed. However, C++ is

– clean enough for successful teaching of basic concepts,
– realistic, efficient, and flexible enough for demanding projects,
– available enough for organizations and collaborations relying on diverse development and execution

environments,
– comprehensive enough to be a vehicle for teaching advanced concepts and techniques, and
– commercial enough to be a vehicle for putting what is learned into non-academic use.

Thanks to the ISO standards process (§2), C++ is also well-specified, stable, and supported by a standard
library.

8 Further Reading

There is an immense amount of literature on C++, Object-oriented Programming, and Object-Oriented
Design. Here is a short list of books that provides information on key aspects of C++ and its use.

[Stroustrup,1997] is a tutorial for experienced programmers and user-level reference for C++ and its
standard library; it presents a variety of fundamental and advanced design and programming techniques.
[Stroustrup,1994] describes the rationale behind the design choices for C++.

[Koenig,1997] is a collection of essays discussing ways of using C++ effectively. [Barton,1994]
focuses on numeric computation and presents some advanced uses of templates. [Cline,1995] gives practi-
cal answers to many questions that occur to programmers starting to use C++.
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Other books discuss C++ primarily in the context of design. [Booch,1994] presents the general notion
of Object-Oriented Design, and [Martin,1995] gives detailed examples of Booch’s design method,
[Gamma,1994] introduces the notion of design patterns. These three books all provide extensive examples
of C++ code.

These books are all aimed at experienced programmers and designers. There is also a host of C++
books aimed at people with weak programming experience, but the selection of those varies so rapidly that
a specific recommendation would be inappropriate.
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